Youth 'languages' are an important topic of research in the domain of linguistic change through language contact because the change is rapid and observable and also because the social dimension of change is inevitably present. Engsh, as a youth language in Kenya expresses not only modernity and Kenyan identity but also, the status of being educated, and it differs in this respect from Sheng, the dominant Kenyan youth language. The element of Engsh that expresses this aspect most directly is the use of a grammatical system from English whereas Sheng uses Swahili. In lexicon, Engsh draws upon Sheng and urban English slang. This is a first extensive description of Engsh. The social function of Engsh is interesting in that class is expressed in it, which is not often reported in African urban youth codes. Also the fact that Engsh is a non-exclusive register, which expands through its use in (social) media and most of all in computer mediated communication.
Introduction
Kenya is a multilingual country with more than 40 languages that are spoken actively. Among these, English and Swahili are the official languages while the rest are vernacular languages. The country also has Sheng and Engsh, which have been referred to as youth languages comprising mixed codes with a display of code switching (Osinde 1986; King'ei 2001; Mazrui 1995; Ogechi 2005 Ogechi , 2008 .
There is a noticeable gap between Sheng and Engsh in the amount of research in the field. Whereas there have been several publications on Sheng (Osinde 1986; Spyropoulos 1987; Kembo-Sure 1992; Mazrui 1995; Samper 2002; Ogechi 2005 , different universities and colleges 1 in seven out of eight provinces across Kenya. 2 The corpus was in form of a database with sources categorised as Emails, SMS (text messages), online chats, and Social Network Sites (Barasa 2010) . Close to thirty per cent of CMC messages in the database contained Engsh. One might argue that these CMC data are not representative for spoken language. However, it has been argued that certain CMC genres, notably SMS texts and chats, come very close to spontaneous speech in many respects (see Dorleijn & Nortier 2009) . Moreover, in this study we compared material from CMC with spoken data to ensure that the observations are also characteristic of spoken Engsh. This was done by collecting additional data from speakers through TV programmes (comedy club, 3 and Tahidi high), Radio programmes (Busted and Classic 105's Breakfast show), music (Daddy Owen and Redsun), and conversations with friends and consultants.
The Engsh illustrations provided are from the aforementioned CMC database and from speech in some cases, while their translations are basically from the first author's introspection and confirmation by two consultants 4 who are also speakers of the listed languages and codes. This move was necessary in an attempt to clearly illustrate the contrast between Engsh and Sheng using the same content for each code. Note that the Engsh spelling in the illustrations is adopted from the original CMC messages in the database. The data, for example, show regular use of z where the English spelling would require an s. This should be considered an instance of rebellious spelling (Sebba 2003) , given that the use of z does not necessarily reflect pronunciation. Sebba (2003:159) further explains that such segments in an orthographic system are not linguistic in nature but are rather symbolic within a subculture. In fact, besides the orthography, Engsh pronunciation is always aimed at the standard English variety with no emblematic use of deviant pronunciation, except for American slang. Thus, the plural morpheme often written as z is pronounced as a voiceless alveolar fricative [s] following a voiceless consonant and similarly, the present tense morpheme for third person is pronounced as a voiceless sound even though it is written as z as shown in illustration (8). Likewise, the past tense marker written as d is pronounced as a voiceless plosive when it should be, e.g. dissed [dɪst] in illustration (25).
The basic structure of Engsh
A common feature between Sheng and Engsh is that they are both mixed codes incorporating features from Swahili and English in different ways. As already mentioned, Sheng is based on a Swahili syntactic base (Githiora 2002: 176) , while Engsh is mainly based on English structurally. This contrast is illustrated in examples (1)-(3) by presenting the forms of these codes alongside English and Swahili.
(1) a. English: The girls danced in the disco till morning. He beat up his house-help and then bribed the police to arrest her.
Instead of Swahili piga 'beat' , mfanyikazi 'house-help' , and honga 'bribe' , the Sheng equivalents lima, mboch 5 and chotea are preferred but used in the Engsh fashion as illustrated in (4a). Thus, while Sheng uses a variety of lexical sources in addition to its base language Swahili, Engsh uses mainly Sheng (including its richness in lexical origins) in addition to its base language English. However, this usage appears to be selective because the Sheng terms makarao and wamdandie are replaced by the informal English cops and the standard English term arrest.
Kenyan English and Engsh
An important point that needs to be clarified before proceeding is whether Engsh is equivalent to Kenyan English or not. Mwangi (2003: 8) claims that the majority of people in Kenya speak English on a mesolectal level. In other words, their English is intelligible but entails a lot of phonological and grammatical features of an indigenised English equivalent to Kenyan English. Schmied (2006: 197-199) summarised the literature on Kenyan English and listed some of the morphological and syntactic features of Kenyan English including:
-the use of progressive aspect with stative verbs, e.g. understanding, belonging, liking -the pluralisation of non-count nouns, e.g. furnitures, equipments, beddings -article dropping or inclusion 5. Mboch can also be referred to as housy in Engsh.
Engsh, a Kenyan middle class youth language parallel to Sheng 53 -the use of isn't it? as a universal question tag -the lack of subject-auxiliary inversion in direct questions, e.g. You are saying?
This description of Kenyan English provides a basis to distinguish between Kenyan English and Engsh. It clarifies that Engsh is not simply based on Kenyan English. Engsh lacks a number of these grammatical features of Kenyan English and follows English grammar far more closely. Engsh speakers are good speakers of English in the Kenyan context. In this respect, Engsh deviates from the usual pattern of youth languages, which are based on the dominant spoken urban version of the base language (Mesthrie & Hurst 2013: 107) . In comparison, Engsh is not equivalent to Nouchi in Abidjan which is based on français populaire of the streets of Abidjan even when spoken by university students whose French is much closer to the standard variety (Kouadio 1992) . Although the description of this distinction between Kenyan English and the English base of Engsh is beyond the scope of the current paper, an example (5) The -ing suffix in the progressive aspect is also used as an Engsh marker as shown in (7). The examples also demonstrate the interchangeable use of -ring and -ing in 6. This word is ultimately from the Kikuyu language where it means 'catch' .
the progressive aspect of Engsh verbs. So far, no particular criteria for the preference of one over the other have been established. It seems that the choice depends on the speaker's preference. The data also reveals that Swahili and Sheng verbs that end in an i for example cheki 'look' , rudi 'return' , baki 'remain' and sleki 'slack' also have the -ing suffix attached to them in the progressive aspect, thus giving a double i effect. Examples of verbs in this form include chekiing, rudiing, bakiing, and slekiing. Similarly, Swahili verbs of Arabic origin that end in u like jaribu 'try, attempt' and sifu 'praise' also have the -ing suffix attached to them in the progressive aspect resulting in jaribuing, and sifuing. Note that the -ring suffix can also be used. The -ring variant helps to recognise the suffix and the stem for verbs ending in i and eases pronunciation for all vowel-final verbs.
The -z suffix is used in Engsh to mark both the simple present and habitual aspect (see illustration 8). It is similar to the -s suffix in English that is mostly pronounced as [z] . (8) 'contempt' madhaz
The Engsh plural suffix -z appears often in nouns from Swahili and Sheng where the plural is already marked based on the Swahili noun class. This formation in Engsh gives the impression of a double plural as shown in (11).
7.
Madha is a Sheng word that results from a truncation of the Swahili word madharau which also means 'contempt' . 8. In fact the use of -z as an Engsh marker for both singular and plural nouns is reminiscent of what Ferrari (2009: 156) reports as a similar use of the plural Bantu class 6 prefix ma-in Sheng. She claims that ma-is used for a number of nouns for both plural and singular and the resulting word is conjugated for agreement as a class 9/10 noun; this is the class pair for which singular and plural are not distinguished in the noun. For example the word ndizi (9/10) 'banana' can be used as mandizi/mandizi (9/10) in Sheng. The use of the ma-form for a singular is unheard of in Swahili. Other fruits do often have ma-as plural marker in standard Swahili, for example, embe / maembe 'mango(es)' , chungwa / machungwa 'orange(s)' , and nanasi / mananasi 'pineapple(s)' . Hence the form mandizi 'bananas' for a collection of bananas is passable in Swahili but not for a singular as is claimed for Sheng. It would seem that the strategy in Engsh to use a plurally marked noun also for the singular is copied from Sheng. However, we cannot confirm the use of ma-marked nouns for singular in Sheng.
Some nouns in Engsh undergo the addition of a vowel or a syllable at the end before adding the -z suffix as the Engsh marker. This is not common for words sourced from Swahili since these already end in an open syllable. In contrast, this is common in Sheng where English words are made disyllabic and vowel final (Bosire 2006: 82) . It can therefore be argued that most of these lexical items with syllable addition are sourced from Sheng in the already augmented form and it is only the -z suffix that is added as an Engsh marker. Examples of this are in (13) and in Barasa (2010: 114 Interestingly, in the Engsh version of the verb repetition in (17), (18) and (20), it is only the final verb that undergoes inflection. This is reversed in Swahili where the inflection is placed at the beginning of the verb. Kenyan English on the other hand has repetition of the verb in its conjugated form. Another demonstration of Engsh's direct borrowing from Kenyan English and ultimately from Swahili is the emphasis construction where double pronouns are used in a single phrase or sentence. In Swahili, the subject is always expressed in the pronominal prefix on the verb and thus an explicit subject pronoun is not grammatically required but it expresses emphasis if it is used e.g. u in u-na-sema /2sg-present-say/ 'you say' in (5a) is sufficient for marking second person singular, while wewe u-na-sema /you 2sg-present-say/ would express contrastive emphasis on the second person subject, a construction which is copied in Kenyan English and in the Engsh examples as shown below.
9. The combination of 'to be' with past tense marking followed by a verb with conditional marking is the construction for past habitual in Swahili. 
Engsh and society
Language attitudes in Kenya depend on the perception of sociocultural and economic advantages that a language can provide (Abdulaziz 1991: 400) . Although Engsh originated in the richer Western and Southern suburbs of Nairobi, it has spread and is currently used generally as a symbol of being polished, educated and fashionable especially among the youth. The fact that Engsh serves to mark identity is clear from the way its speakers are sometimes tagged as the 'us-guys' . Engsh is used in urbanised families with parents who fall in the Young Urban Professionals (Yuppies) bracket. Mutiga (2013: 4) captures this by explaining that Engsh is used by the youth living in the upper-middle, and middle class neighbourhoods. Engsh has been described as being an anti-Sheng slang (Kießling & Mous 2004) ; that is, it developed as a form of protest by speakers who were against Sheng. Abdulaziz & Osinde (1997) also explain that Engsh developed as an anti-language in the richer neighbourhoods of Nairobi (Westlands) in reaction to Sheng. They categorise Engsh as a kind of Sheng used in more affluent neighbourhoods by elite youths. Notwithstanding this, Engsh is currently not considered as an anti-language. In fact, it is Sheng that exhibits negative connotations in regard to Engsh. The evidence of this is that, although Sheng speakers refer to Engsh sarcastically as 14. Modeled after chill out, and chuck out. lugha ya mababi 15 i.e. 'language for the rich and sophisticated youth' , Engsh does not have an equivalent term to refer to Sheng speakers. Its relationship to Sheng is more of live and let live (neutral / non-interference). This is demonstrated by the fact that, whereas an Engsh speaker can speak Sheng, it is hardly the case that a 'veteran' Sheng speaker will speak Engsh. Another factor that shows that Sheng reacts to Engsh is Sheng's tendency to innovate vocabulary whenever words from Sheng enter Engsh, since Engsh is viewed as representing the mainstream society. 16 Engsh has expanded its speech community without much noticeable resentment of Sheng. In addition, its growth is separate from the development of Sheng even though some of its vocabulary originates from Sheng. In terms of social functions in society, it can be claimed that the growth of Engsh has made it more functional and expanded it to be able to cover more topics socially. If Engsh started out as a reaction against Sheng, there is no such antagonism currently.
In his discussion about the different roles of English in Kenya and Tanzania, Abdulaziz (1991: 397-98) observed that the Kenyan society is more cosmopolitan, and more stratified in socioeconomic terms. In addition, the country has a higher number of both international, and private schools with native English teachers. These schools cater for children of the western educated elite for whom English is the dominant language in the family. The children grow up in multiracial and multinational suburbs where English is used as the primary language for social activities such as at the playground, in shopping centres, schools, entertainment spots, churches, and hospitals.
Abdulaziz further remarked that there is a gradual shift to English and away from Swahili and mother tongues among the middle and upper classes. These groups constitute a considerable part of the population. As a matter of fact, a report by Mubila et al. (2011) on the growth of the middle class 17 in Africa ranks Kenya relatively high among the sub-Saharan African countries. According to 15. Githinji (2009) and Samper (2002) relate this term mababi to Babylonians referring to the rasta culture; we would like to suggest that its etymology could also be linked to the Barbie doll in a derogatory manner.
16.
In comparison to Sheng, Engsh is used by a relatively larger part of the middle class population who make up the mainstream social class in the country. Mubila's et al. (2011) African Development Bank report, the African middle class constitutes households that spend between $4-$10 a day (lower middle class) and between $10-$20 (upper middle class) a day. They tend to have professions with salaried jobs, bigger and more permanent residences with amenities such as piped water and electricity, and household facilities such as refrigerators, gas cookers, and cars etc. They also tend to have smaller family sizes and domestic workers to help with the children, security, and other chores in general. the report, close to 45% of the total population in Kenya falls in the middle class bracket. 18 It is in this context that Engsh emerged. Abdulaziz (1991: 398) also associated the emergence of Engsh with the Kenyan youth and popular culture in his comment that, "Among middle class teenage groups in Kenya, a new variety of English seems to be emerging, which is influenced by American English. This variety of English is slowly gaining prestige among this peer group, apparently as a result of the influence of popular music and of American films, video movies and discotheque jargon". Abdulaziz describes the new variety of English as having youth colloquialisms and idiomatic expressions similar to those in native English-speaking countries. This colloquial English is rarely heard among older generations, who were mainly exposed to formal English at school.
According to
The popular culture influence on Engsh has currently taken a new dimension with the advent of social media. Currently, Kenya has a relatively high number of Internet users, 19 and Engsh is particularly popular in social media communication where English dominates the language use and influences style. This has also played a major role in the diffusion and popularisation of the code.
An interesting aspect of Engsh as a marker of social status is that, in as much as most other urban centres in Africa have witnessed the emergence of youth languages, these youth languages do not mark class. University students in Abidjan use Nouchi, which is couched in français populaire, even though these students have a good command of the French language. There seems to be no distinction according to class in the use of Nouchi. The differentiation of Engsh according to class is also very different from the differentiation that can be observed within Sheng. Githinji (2009) observed that Sheng has its dialectal variation in the various neighbourhoods of Nairobi. This variation is linked to locations and helps to create an even more locally specific identity, and to mark a place of belonging. A possible parallel to the emergence of class related social stratification in youth language in Africa is Langila in Kinshasa. Langila, based on a syllable reversal language game of Lingala, arose around 2004 and is mainly spoken by 'young dancers, choreographers, painters and musicians, growing up in financially secure families of the middle-class or upper social strata' (Nassenstein 2011: 16) . Nassenstein (2014) explicitly compares Langila with Yanké, the main youth language of Kinshasa. He observes that Langila is more open to innovation from all speakers whereas Yanké is more of a hidden code which strictly follows the behaviour of a limited number of leading figures. Like Engsh speakers who regard Sheng as the ghetto language, 18. This ranking was based on the size of middle classes in the total population in 2010.
19. See Commonwealth Telecommunications Organisations (CTO) report: http://www.cto.int/ country-ict-data/ Langila speakers consider Yanké speakers as uncivilised and rough. A marked difference with Engsh is that Yanké can borrow from Langila (Nassenstein 2011: 62) , while Sheng hardly borrows from Engsh.
The remarks about Langila being more open to innovation by any actor seem also to be valid for Engsh. In its spread in usage, Engsh has become an open variety which does not serve to mark a restricted in-group within the speaker community whereas Sheng has both an open and in-group character. Sheng is widely used in the media and in urban and even rural Kenya as a marker of modernity but at the same time there is a strong force to renew Sheng to distance oneself from this commonly used Sheng and to express a more localised in-group identity. Engsh too has spread. The widespread use of Engsh is manifested by its use in media e.g. in radio stations like Classic FM, KISS FM and HomeBoyz FM coupled with popular TV programmes like Tahidi high, Straight up and Churchill live. The role of the music industry in the advancement of Engsh cannot be ignored with artists like Gidi Gidi Maji Maji who used what can be considered as an Engsh construction in their famous hit song un-bwog-able (undefeatable). Additionally, it is worth noting that Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) for example SMS, Twitter, Email, Facebook and other Social Network Sites and fora like Mashada, Kenya. rcbowen, Jukwaa, and Kenyaplex are a major force in presenting Engsh in the form of written text. However, it should be pointed out that Engsh is always used alongside Sheng and the other Kenyan languages in these media. No radio station, TV programme or social network site is exclusively Engsh. The code-switching culture in Kenya makes it a challenge to use Engsh, or any other language, exclusively. Ferrari (2009: 203) suggests that the fact that Engsh has an English base may be an advantage over Sheng for its advancement in education and the media. The attraction of Engsh in relation to English lies in the fact that Engsh is informal, markedly Kenyan and functions as an emblem of modernity. Githinji (2009: 15) often places Sheng and Engsh within the broad umbrella of Sheng. In his discussion of Sheng, Gihinji includes utterances that he would refer to as Engsh when it is important to distinguish the two. In addition, he also quotes Githiora (2002) favourably in claiming that Engsh is something completely different from Sheng and consists of nothing more than English laced with Swahili slang. This latter position is untenable as most Swahili intrusions in Engsh cannot be characterised as Swahili slang and those that possibly could, are in fact Sheng words which underlines again that the two are not completely independent.
Interdependency of Engsh and Sheng
Engsh depends on Sheng in several ways. First, Engsh borrows from Sheng but hardly the other way around. A second property that shows how Engsh is related to Sheng is the fact that it uses the same manipulations such as truncation that Sheng uses. Thirdly, words taken from English need manipulation of form and/or meaning in order to become proper Engsh; words from Sheng on the other hand never acquire a new Engsh meaning, they are only marked as Engsh by use of the Engsh grammar frame (tense/aspect suffixes or (plural) marker -z). This shows that Sheng vocabulary is considered to already display Kenyanness and modernity. It is possible to consider Engsh partly as a variant of Sheng with a marked choice for a different matrix language, changing the Swahili grammar basis to an English based grammatical structure in order to express education, as well as Kenyan modernity. But Engsh is more than that; it has some additional pure Engsh innovations that we have discussed in the preceding sections.
In comparison to other youth styles in Africa the Engsh/Sheng distinction is of interest in a number of respects. Elsewhere in Africa the emblematic value of a code is in the deviant lexicon, characterized by borrowing and manipulations. The base language is not of importance and is simply the most common language of the city in its spoken and informal form. Thus Ivorian Nouchi is based on français populair; South African tsotsitaals based on urban Zulu can also be spoken in Sotho if one so wishes (Aycard 2008) ; and Congolese Ndoubil was based on Lingala in Kinshasa but in its spread to the east and south, the base changed to Swahili, the dominant language of Eastern Congo (Goyvaerts 1988) . Engsh, on the other hand, attempts at signalling three values: being educated, Kenyanness and modernity. The Kenyan value is expressed by the incorporation of Swahili and Sheng; the modernity and education value by English (and by Sheng). In order to use English and particularly informal English and English slang as an emblem of modernity, Engsh creates its partly deformed English morphology and prefers consonant final words, both markedly different from Sheng but also decidedly English in impression.
Mixing Sheng and Engsh and the concept of 'language'
So far, we have discussed Sheng and Engsh as parallel codes but we would like to affirm that just like any other language in contact, these two codes converge in the context of code-switching. The fact that Engsh sources part of its lexicon from Sheng means that speakers of Engsh are familiar with Sheng (at least to some extent To use Mesthrie & Hurst's (2013: 110) explanation, this code-switching is 'in the nature of an instantaneous production, rather than belonging to a frozen language system in its own right' . Code-switching is very much part of the language practices in which Sheng and Engsh have their role. Mazrui (1995) even suggested that Sheng is in essence codified code-switching. Our data illustrate one of the major challenges when studying phenomena such as Engsh and Sheng. In order to distinguish between performance and competence, linguistic research concentrates
20.
Text in italic signals Engsh while the text in bold is Sheng; yaani 'that is' , tangu 'since' , and mpaka 'until' are Swahili function words that are used unchanged in Sheng.
21.
The direct translation of mulika into English is 'shine a beam of light on' . However, in the given context, the word means 'to expose' . /www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sk3ADikSHxE (0:42) 23. Tahidi high (8:50) on abstraction, and competence to define a system of shared norms named language. Sheng and Engsh are parasitic codes in such a system of norms. They tend to break the implicit norms or conventions and expressively establish new ones in those parts of language where intentional manipulation and recognition of the newly created meaningful norms is possible, in the lexicon. Recent debate by Lüpke (2013) , and Blommaert & Rampton (2012) has emphasized the inadequacy of abstractions such as 'language' as created by linguists. Abstractions such as language being a system of common implicit norms remain indispensable in our view, not only to recognise the mixed nature of utterances such as (27)-(31), but also to linguistically analyse the actions that speakers undertake in their 'languaging' . It is however a major challenge to access competence rather than performance when studying utterances such as these because only some features render an utterance recognisable as Engsh, Sheng or both. Numerous parts of any given utterance double as Swahili or English (or Swahili-English code-switching). This is best understood in an approach to view codes such as Engsh and Sheng as a phenomenon of style following Hurst (2009) . Style, whether in music, art, architecture or fashion, is always defined in terms of deviating details where variation proves possible. 24 A few clear style markers suffice to recognise an utterance as Engsh. Such style elements are typically the use of English slang (some of it created locally) in a context where Swahili is also used, for example in the truncation of certain words, the addition of -z, the use of a past tense suffix -d on non-English lexemes, etc. The usage of Sheng and Swahili along such Engsh style elements does not take away the Engsh-ness of the utterance. This usage reflects part of the language practice whereby Engsh operates by using Sheng style elements as well as code-switching between English and Swahili. Nevertheless, the question that arises here is whether this Sheng-Engsh code-switching may mark the emergence of a 'Shengsh' code.
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Engsh as an outcome of language contact
Engsh and Sheng are decidedly different from pidgins and creoles even though such terms have been used to refer to these codes (see Abdulaziz & Osinde 1997, and also Bosire 2006: 185 the emblematic aspect of language. Moreover, part of the driving force for change within Sheng and Engsh is change for the sake of change, in a way, an inherent need for renewal. Nevertheless the study of phenomena such as Sheng and Engsh is crucial in our understanding of possible radical outcomes of language contact, and of how pidgins and creoles fit in a complete catalogue of radical outcomes of language contact. Urban youth codes such as Sheng and Engsh come structurally and functionally close to the category of mixed languages and specifically to what has been termed as symbiotic mixed languages (Smith 1995: 333) . The common aspects that such mixed languages share with these urban youth codes are that:
-they are parasitic on a language already spoken by the community, and differ primarily in lexicon, -the conscious lexical manipulation plays a role in formation of the parallel lexicon, -one of their functions is identity expression.
In fact, it is very well conceivable how such codes could give rise to new languages, like the development of a caterpillar into a butterfly. Given the current aggressive spread of Sheng, -in usage, in number of speakers, in age groups and society, in appropriate genres and context, -a lasting effect on Swahili is inevitable and one wonders whether this effect will be so profound that the future Swahili of Kenya will be considered Sheng.
Engsh is particularly interesting for the study of language contact because it is a rather rare case of a code based on a code. Engsh has been characterised as the mirror image of Sheng and superficially it may seem so with English grammar and Swahili insertions against the Sheng model of Swahili grammar and English insertions. We have, however, shown that this is far from a perfect mirror. For example, Sheng can be used within Engsh but not the other way round; and a number of the Engsh style elements are modified Sheng elements.
A question worth asking is whether Sheng and Engsh have something in common with pidgins. The observation here is that there is not much similarity, except in the mixture of lexicon. The major difference is the preservation of the grammar of the matrix language in Sheng and Engsh, which one does not find in (stage 1) pidgins. The early period of pidginisation undergoes a stage 'in which people experiment with forms and structure, before any norms establish' (Bakker 2003: 4) quoted in Good (2012) who proposes the term jargonization for this stage. Are urban youth codes such as Sheng and Engsh examples of this stage of experimenting for a norm to be established? One might be tempted to draw a parallel between the search for a norm to establish in the pidgin situation, and the highly versatile norms in the urban youth codes. However one also immediately notes the major differences considering that in Sheng and Engsh, the norm is unstable and extremely strong at the same time. The quintessence of being a good Engsh (or Sheng) speaker is to follow (and thus establish) the latest norm, breaking the earlier one and in doing so be ludic and show one's linguistic innovative capacity.
Conclusion
This article has described the main structure of Engsh, and presented its sociolinguistic background, its relationship with Sheng, English, Swahili, and other urban youth codes in Africa. Engsh has English as its base but in a form that is closer to standard English than Kenyan English is. In other words, Engsh's base English is a variety that is spoken by educated Kenyans and not the more common Kenyan English variety. Engsh differs in this respect from other urban youth languages that utilise the commonly used spoken urban variety of the language of wider communication in the city. The English grammar is evident in the sentence structure of Engsh and in an English based Engsh morphology utilizing -d, -(r)ing and -z as verbal markers, and -z as both a nominal plural marker and also a marker of Engsh without other semantic content. Engsh uses verb doubling for emphasis, which is a Kenyan phenomenon (Swahili, Sheng and Kenyan English). It also plays with English vowel alternations for past tense modelled after English strong verbs. Typical Engsh vocabulary consists of manipulated colloquial English lexemes including slang, and Sheng.
Engsh is one of the codes in an interrelated system of rapidly changing codes in the Kenyan linguistic landscape. In structural terms Engsh could be characterised as an urban youth speech style (Hurst 2009 , Mesthrie & Hurst 2013 ). Engsh uses two major languages in the Kenyan spectrum; English and Sheng, and through Sheng, Swahili. Although Engsh can be identified in an utterance by its unique features, it cannot be understood independently from these other languages. This scenario leads to a rather complex case of code-switching through language contact.
Engsh is no longer an in-group code of the happy few. Indeed, it has grown beyond the function of distancing oneself from Sheng. It is an open style that incorporates innovations with no intention of excluding any of its users. This property of Engsh can be attributed to its use in the media and most of all to its abundant use in computer mediated communication, which is, in turn, a major part of communication within its speech community. As a consequence, Engsh is often used in written form. The difference with Sheng is that Sheng, in addition to these functions mentioned for Engsh, has a function of exclusion as well. In order to express local identities, Sheng has developed highly innovative dialects based on different neighbourhoods.
An interesting aspect of Engsh in the spectrum of African youth styles is the fact that it is in competition with another youth style in the same country. In other African countries with multiple youth styles, the styles are locally defined but characterised in social terms. In Kenya, Engsh is clearly linked to the higher class, and the higher educated youth who are locally referred to as mababi or the us guyz. Received: 4/11/14 Revised: 11/5/14 Accepted: 12/11/14 
